
Die große Welt der Brandmalerei
Instructions No. 1772
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Wooden burning is so versatile and at the same time very easy to implement. Thus, in a short time, many simple wooden
objects can be transformed into trendy decorative objects. With the help of different templates you can transfer any
motives on your piece of wood and paint them with the Brandmal-Pen.

The decorative woodenVBS plate is delivered with a hanger in portrait format. First prepare the suspension on the backside so that the wooden plate can be
hung crosswise 

First download the free wind rose design template and print it out. Spray the template with Stencil a temporary spray adhesive and place the world map in the
middle of the wooden plate. This will prevent the Stencil map from shifting when tracing. Now draw the edges with a pencil. You can easily transfer the
compass rose onto the wooden board using graphite paper (also known as carbon paper). To do this, place the yellow side from of graphite paper down on the
plate and then place the printed template on top. Now draw the lines with a pencil. Important: When tracing the lines, make sure to do it cleanly, because the
lines cannot be erased afterwards 

Now the preparations are finished and you can start with the Wooden burning begin. Now trace the outer lines of the world map with a thin tip. Make sure that
the branding pen is hot enough at the beginning. If possible, hold the branding pen on the only black rubber, because the lower part gets very hot and you can
otherwise quickly burn your fingers. As soon as you have painted all lines, a wide tip is needed for colouring in large areas. You should pull out the branding
penPlugs from and let it Wooden burning pen accessoires cool down. You can easily change them Lace by turning them out and in. Tip: You can also use pliers
to Lace change them. Finally, simply colour the rest of the world map with the branding pen. For the compass rose, proceed as described above. As the rose is
very delicate, we recommend using the thin tip of the Brandmal pen.

Article number Article name Qty
580113 Branding set 1

Article information:



695978-01 VBS Decorative wooden panel with suspensionapprox. 30 x 40 cm 1
705875 Carbonless copy paper, yellow 1
453004 Stencil "World Map XXL", A2 1
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